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Control and automation system
Business control systems consist of procedures and processes, which help an organization achieve its mission and objectives. Controls define how employees should conduct themselves and perform job duties. After business owners and managers implement standards, they must track and monitor performance. Systems require ongoing modifications and
adjustments to help reach targets. Most businesses have controls that assure standardized documents, such as guides, specifications, work instructions or policies and procedures. Document control procedures usually include a master list of documents. All documents must receive approval before use. The approval process may include naming the
document, assigning a control number and a date. Typically, documents must undergo approval before use, identified with dates and given control and revision numbers. Revisions must also receive authorization. Some control procedures may also include a method of distribution and assign responsibilities for updating documents. The marketing function
develops a plan and establishes marketing objectives. Typically, the schemes include controls to measure, monitor and regulate marketing campaigns and related activities. Targets or performance objectives cover a wide variety of standards, such as sales volume, market share and profits. Management employs a range of reports to track progress and
make comparisons, including variance analysis or expenses-to-sales analysis. Sale control mechanisms include budgets, sale quotas, credit criteria and sales force automation. Companies use financial reports, such as income statements, balance sheets and cash flow statements, to form the core of financial control systems. Balance sheets help business
owners and managers determine the financial strength -- business liabilities and assets -- at a specific point. This report can help owners determine if a firm has the resources to grow or survive during economic downturns. Income statements, or profit and loss statements, track revenues and costs over a particular duration. Managers can review itemized
expenses to identify items out of line with the budget, or increase the budget as warranted. Cash flow statements provide a business with projections of revenue and costs for each month over, at minimum, a 12-month period. This statement helps keep a business on track to meet it income targets The human resource aspect of businesses must focus on
systems for hiring, training and recruiting staff. Controls also extend to the development and management of existing employees. Businesses require techniques for assessing employees' skills, and assuring the business has staff with the necessary skills and abilities to move the organization toward its objectives. HR must also put in place workplace rules
and policies that keep the business in compliance with union contracts, safety regulations and labor laws. Business must have quality control, or QC, procedures in place to review and check the quality of materials, products or service. The QC procedures depend on the function. For example, the manufacturing process may require controls at specific
phases, such as pre-production, during production and the finished product. The manager will need to determine what quality assurance methods to use. Business owners may use statistical techniques to ascertain the quality of raw material on arrival to the plant, or may perform visual inspections of finished products. Leonardo has been an online writer for
over three years. He is a trained electromechanical engineer with an MBA.A slider-type dimmer switch.I, BrokenSphereThere are two main types of lighting upgrades that can be carried out in a home or business. One of them is to replace existing fixtures or bulbs with energy efficient alternatives such as LED, which is very straightforward. The other type of
upgrade is to install controls to enhance the lighting experience in addition to saving energy, which opens up greater possibilities in terms of creativity and customization.This article will focus on the main lighting control and automation technologies that can be used in homes and commercial spaces, giving a brief description of each technology and its
benefits.Dimmer SwitchesHave you ever felt the need to adjust the intensity of indoor lighting? Perhaps you like to have very bright lighting when reading a book, but prefer a dimmer source of light for watching movies or TV series. With a dimmer switch, you can obtain both types of lighting from the same lamp.As implied by its name, a dimmer switch is a
type of lighting switch that allows you to adjust the intensity of light for the lamps being controlled by it. Dimmer switches typically have a slider or a dial that allows you to adjust the lighting output progressively from off to full brightness. Lutron is one of the best-known commercial brands of lighting controls, offering a wide variety of dimmer switches for
residential and commercial applications.If you are planning to purchase dimmers for your home lighting, make sure they are for the correct type of lamp. Some dimmers work exclusively with incandescent lighting, while others are for LED bulbs only. Also, there are some types of dimmer switches designed to work with any type of lamp. Don't worry about this,
however, because it will be pointed out in the product specifications.Dimmers typically come in two main types: they can be wall-mounted and used to control ceiling lights, such as the one shown in the picture above; or they can be designed for lamps that are plugged in receptacles, like the example below.A wall-mounted infrared sensor.Z22Occupancy
SensorsOccupancy sensors make sure the lights are only on when someone is in the corresponding indoor space. This offers two main benefits:Comfort, since occupants can turn the lights on by simply walking in. There is no need to walk over to the switch's location and turn the lights on and off manually. Energy savings, since the lights will only be on
when someone is in the room. There are two main types of occupancy sensors, based on the physical principle used to detect the presence of humans:Infrared sensors are like the alien from the Predator movies: they detect occupants based on their heat footprint. Don't worry, they will not fire balls of plasma at you! Ultrasonic sensors use sonar to detect
occupants. It is the same principle used by submarines and bats to detect objects that can't be seen. Ultrasonic sensors are more expensive but they also offer superior detection capabilities. An infrared sensor can't detect you if there is an obstacle blocking you, but an ultrasonic sensor can. However, there is no reason to purchase the ultrasonic version in
cases where an infrared sensor is enough.In general, you will only require ultrasonic sensors in cases such as the following:Rooms with obstacles blocking the direct line of sight between the sensor and occupants, such as office areas with cubicles. Outdoor applications where sunlight may interfere with infrared sensor operation. Bathrooms, where there
may be several doors preventing an infrared sensor from detecting people. When using occupancy sensors for a bathroom, select a model that supports small motors in addition to lighting so that you can also use it to control the extractor. If there are no obstacles or significant sources of heat other than people, infrared sensors normally will be enough for
that specific application.A cobra-head luminaire with a photocell on top (cylindrical object).©Andrew DunnPhotocellsA photocell is basically a type of sensor that can turn lamps on and off in response to the amount of light available in the environment. They are ideal for outdoor lighting control, where they respond to sunlight, turning lamps on at night and
automatically switching them back off after sunrise.Photocells help save energy, and once you install them you no longer have to worry about turning outdoor lighting on and off - the photocell does that for you automatically.This technology is normally used in lighting fixtures that direct all of their lighting downward, such as cobra-head street lights. They are
installed above the luminaire to prevent the light from the luminaire itself from interfering with the photocell's function.Daylight HarvestingRather than being a specific device, daylight harvesting is a concept that integrates two technologies to maximize the indoor use of daylight. Basically, daylight harvesting combines a photosensor, which detects the amount
of light currently available, with dimming technology.When there is no daylight available, the daylight harvesting system sets indoor lighting at full brightness. As more outdoor lighting is available, indoor lamps are progressively dimmed down; and if the system detects that outdoor lighting is enough to fully illuminate the indoor space, the lights will be turned
off completely.The following video is an excellent demonstration of daylight harvesting. Note how the lamps reach full brightness when the windows are closed.Of course, the main benefit of daylight harvesting is that it saves energy. There is no need to overproduce artificial light, which you must pay for, if the sun can provide enough free natural light for
indoor spaces.Color-Adjustable LightingThis is one of the newest lighting control technologies, and it is only available with LED lighting. Basically, with color-adjustable lighting you are no longer restricted to one lighting color when you purchase an LED bulb. For example, there are now LED fixtures that can be set to any hue of light from red to blue. This
technology normally comes with a smartphone app for you to control the color of lighting remotely.The Philips Hue product line, which is demonstrated in the following video, is a great example of color-adjustable lighting.As you can see in the video, color-adjustable lighting has both practical purposes and leisure applications.For example, you can switch an
LED lamp from warm white to clear white in case you have to work on something. Then, if you want to create a relaxing atmosphere, you can switch it back to warm white. You can use color-adjustable lighting to signal alarms. The technology allows you to "set the mood" for watching a movie, reading a story to your kids, or having a romantic dinner with your
spouse. Energy Savings and Lighting CustomizationAs you can see in the examples above, lighting control and automation technologies help you save energy, while also providing comfort and allowing you to modify how indoor spaces "feel".If you are planning to upgrade the lighting in your home or business, consider implementing the above technologies
to further enhance the performance of the lighting system.Lighting Control and AutomationThis article is accurate and true to the best of the author’s knowledge. Content is for informational or entertainment purposes only and does not substitute for personal counsel or professional advice in business, financial, legal, or technical matters. control and
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